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Quiz 26
Truth or BS

1. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

2. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

3. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

4. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

5. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

6. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

7. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

8. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

9. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

10. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

11. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

12. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

13. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

14. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

15. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

1. The ex-wife of George Lucas, Marcia Lucas, has won an Oscar, but as of 2023, George Lucas has not 
won an Oscar

2. A native tribe in South America called the Yanomami fart as a greeting

3. The painter Rembrandt was so destitute in 1656 that he decided bankruptcy and was forced to sell 
his wife's grave

4. Reg Foggerly, a 62-year-old grandfather, survived for 6 days without equipment, food, or water in 
Australia's inhospitable Outback. He did this by eating black ants

5. Jingle Bells was originally written as a Thanksgiving, not a Christmas holiday song

6. The Kākāpō, the world's only flightless parrot, has a unique defensive strategy. When threatened, 
the Kākāpō will sit down and do absolutely nothing

7. Driving while angry uses more petrol

8. The musician Frank Zappa called his daughter Moon Unit

9. In China they describe a dog's bark as 'wang wang' rather than 'woof woof’

10. Pencil Sharpeners kill more people every year than sharks

11. The first female ever to be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame was Aretha Franklin

12. Apart from humans, ants are the only species to wage war on each other

13. Four armed police officers in Oregon confront a burglar only to discover a rogue roomba robotic 
vacuum cleaner

14. The first UFO sighting in America was recorded on 01 March 1639, by the governor of the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony, John Winthrop

15. All of Shakespeare's six known signatures are spelt differently and not one is spelt 'William 
Shakespeare'
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Truth or BS
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7. True
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12. True
13. True
14. True
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